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Woodsman Felix Immler reveals developing a comfortable camp in the wilderness using
nothing more than a pocket knife. The Swiss Army Knife Publication is filled with ideas for
exciting activities, ideal for families and teens in addition to adult explorers. Simple natural
materials are used for making a waterproof roof, a chair, a bed, a desk, a fridge, and an oven,
as well as for carving spoons, knifes, and bowls. You can also grill a poultry on a self-made,
water-driven skewer.
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Could easily end up being called “Fun with Knife, Saw, and Twine” What I liked: The
illustrations are great. The projects follow a progression of skill level. Superb photos and
directions on how best to improvise and work . The pictures are clear. Initial, you make a
hammer. Then you make a wedge. It’s ideal to take camping with you. Afterwards, you split
real wood to create a cup. I love the variety and progression of projects. Definitely worth
enough time and cash in my opinion. Superb photos and directions on how to improvise and
use One particular knife in the outside, a great "bushcraft" book to add to your library. More to
the point, twine appears to be the featured tool in most projects. I really did want a publication
that centered around a SAK plus some of the normal tools. I am a devoted Swiss Army knife
lover and I'm certain that I will learn a few bush craft techniques and make my small pocket
tool a lot more useful. I am an avid Swiss Army knife . I like it anyway.. This is an incredible
book! This is an incredible book! huge book and high quality pages. Sure, you will find most
everything on the web, but I love to have all my information in a single handy spot. Fun little
book A good little book with lots of fun projects.This will help any parent that wants to
introduce their child to the woods and camping by getting them associated with making a
camp. So it is worth the money if you ask me to get something similar to this in my own
hands.What I didn’t like: The Swiss Army Knife (SAK) is almost nonessential. I think this is an
excellent bushcraft reserve in the feeling you are creating stuff .. Have a look at his YouTube
channel and prepare to become impressed and inspired. Really great book with great photos
to describe how Felix created each one of these awesome bush craft projects. It has clear
step-by-stage directions & its a great read and pleasurable of images and steps to make the
products. In a period when laws and regulations are being created that turns reputable life
saving equipment into " weapons" this book reminds everyone that there are genuine and
sensible uses for a pocket tool and great and sensible reasons for carrying them. Great
information! Lots of great images and how tos. I also like books.This may also help any adult
that is just starting to camp to possess a more enjoyable trip and for the "old woods bum"
there may even be considered a tip in here for you too! Bushcraft Greatness Great book by an
educated practitioner.. Techniques are labeled and easy to follow... If he previously used a set
blade knife and pocket noticed, the book would have been the same. Great book! The more I
look through this book, the more I love it! in case you are not used to walking an camping and
need to know how to build practical natural stuff this publication is great for that. plenty of
pictures for each project. It's a great book for anyone wanting to understand (or add to) their
outdoor expertise. Great projects Great book Great book. Then you use them to split wood. I
think this is an excellent bushcraft book in the sense you are creating stuff out from the bush
lol. I’ve tried producing a few myself when I’m out camping. It’s lots of fun. Exactly as
described Exactly as described Fun, I idea it had been about Swiss Army Knives Fun, I thought
it was on the subject of Swiss Army Knives, that's what I get for not reading the explanation..
Five Stars Great book in case you are into bushcrafting and camping. Felix does and excellent
work of opening minds to what they are able to make with a restricted set of tools while they
are in the woods.
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